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For the first time ever, fans can buy this novel outside of the limited edition box
set. Daring Do is a fan-favorite character and star of her own books series that
the pony characters read on the My Little Pony: Friendship is Magic TV show.
Three missing relics. Two mysterious stallions. One fearless Pegasus. Deep in
the southern reaches of Equestria, danger is brewing...but who exactly is stirring
the pot? Three remote villages have existed for centuries in the shadow of the
fiery, active volcano Mount Vehoovius. The villages are protected by an
extremely powerful set of magical artifacts known as the Flankara Relics. But
when the precious artifacts begin to disappear right before Vehoovius is
predicted to erupt, the terrified villagers start to panic. A stranger summons
Daring Do to join the search, and she answers the call, even when it means
putting herself in some hot lava. Can Daring Do catch the thief and save the
villages before it's too late? © 2016 Hasbro. All Rights Reserved.
Everypony is sure to love the abridged, digital-only edition of The Official
Guidebook! Inside they will find everything they need to know about the hit TV
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show, My Little Pony: Friendship is Magic. Character bios and a map of Equestria
are just the beginning of this gorgeous book. Don't miss the complete lyrics to all
the songs, a collection of Letters to Princess Celestia, and much much more!
(Full episode guide excluded from abridged edition.)
This volume considers the Russian writer Bulgakov's work, The master and
Margarita. It opens with the editor's general introduction, discussing the work in
the context of the writer's oeuvre as well as its place within the Russian literary
tradition. The introductory section also includes considerations of existing
translations and of textual problems in the original Russian. The following
sections contain several wide-ranging articles by other scholars, primary sources
and background material such as letters, memoirs, early reviews and maps.
Exciting news! The second limited edition hardcover book in the Daring Do
Boxed Set series, now sold separately! © Hasbro 2016. All Rights Reserved.
Forty full-color posters inspired by the hit animated series My Little Pony:
Friendship is Magic! Filled with gorgeous stylized images and illustrations
inspired by actual events and items seen on the television show, all the pages in
this awesome book can be removed and displayed everywhere from frames to
lockers to castle walls! Includes posters of all of your favorite ponies in addition to
Flim & Flam, Madame Pinkie Pie, Nightmare Moon, and more!
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Attention cadets! This Wonderbolts Academy Handbook once belonged to
Rainbow Dash! Along with valuable information on how to become a Wonderbolt,
our stellar Pegasus pony added her own notes to help you along. The lessons in
here have been passed down for generations, with each generation refining
these lessons to better serve you and the institution. You will have much to learn
and all staff and senior members of the Wonderbolts are more than willing to
guide you. Good luck, have fun, and stay focused! © 2016 Hasbro. All Rights
Reserved.
Twilight Sparkle, Rainbow Dash, Pinkie Pie, Rarity, Applejack, and Fluttershy
must rely on each other like never before, as Season 10 reaches its grand finale!
New Elements have been discovered in the lands beyond Equestria and a new
group of villains has emerged. The Knights of Harmony have come to take the
originals from Twilight and the gang, and it will take all their friends, old and new,
to win the climactic showdown! But first, a mysterious painting brings up
memories of the past, forcing Celestia and Luna to confront their fears. And,
meanwhile, Marble Pie is headed off to college, and only Pinkie Pie can plan a
suitably super party. But she's having trouble feeling happy with her sister
heading so far away. Will she be up to the task? Over ten exciting years of pony
adventures culminates here! Collects My Little Pony: Friendship is Magic
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#98-102.
Season 10 of My Little Pony: Friendship is Magic begins here! Explore new
worlds and go on new adventures with your favorite fillies in these graphic novels
that continue the beloved animated series. Twilight's first act as ruler of Equestria
is to recruit her friends to explore mysterious–and potentially dangerous–areas of
the land. She sends Applejack, Zecora, Rockhoof, and Tempest to Zecora's
home country, where they learn exciting, surprising information about her. But
sometimes friendship can be hard work, and that's what Zecora is discovering as
she reunites with Marini, Dust Devil, Cactus Rose, Medley Brook, and Crystal.
Plus, an adventure to find the home of the mysterious Grootslang! Collects
issues #89–93 of the My Little Pony: Friendship is Magic series.
"... a curriculum geared toward helping students gain skills in consciously regulating their
actions, which in turn leads to increased control and problem solving abilities. Using a cognitive
behavior approach, the curriculum's learning activities are designed to help students recognize
when they are in different states called "zones," with each of four zones represented by a
different color. In the activities, students also learn how to use strategies or tools to stay in a
zone or move from one to another. Students explore calming techniques, cognitive strategies,
and sensory supports so they will have a toolbox of methods to use to move between zones.
To deepen students' understanding of how to self-regulate, the lessons set out to teach
students these skills: how to read others' facial expressions and recognize a broader range of
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emotions, perspective about how others see and react to their behavior, insight into events that
trigger their less regulated states, and when and how to use tools and problem solving skills.
The curriculum's learning activities are presented in 18 lessons. To reinforce the concepts
being taught, each lesson includes probing questions to discuss and instructions for one or
more learning activities. Many lessons offer extension activities and ways to adapt the activity
for individual student needs. The curriculum also includes worksheets, other handouts, and
visuals to display and share. These can be photocopied from this book or printed from the
accompanying CD."--Publisher's website.
Do you want to know your Alicorn from your Seapony? Or your Pegasus from your Hippogriff?
This complete guide is the ultimate companion to everything My Little Pony and is the only
guide to cover all nine series of Friendship is Magic, plus specials The Best Gift Ever and The
Rainbow Roadtrip and My Little Pony: The Movie. With fun, engaging and colourful spreads,
this handbook features everyone's favourite characters, locations all across Equestria and
some of the best loved moments from the series. Perfect for young fans, the guide also
includes a search-and-find for Tank, the beloved tortoise, and Pinkie Pie's best jokes! Sure to
bring delight and excitement to fans everywhere, this is the only guide a Pony fan could need.
In the land of Equestria, the Mane Six embark upon adventures together with friends. Whether
battling villains, helping everypony or throwing a really good party, Twilight Sparkle and friends
are always on hand to share love, magic, kindness and friendship. Other titles in the range: My
Little Pony 2020 Annual My Little Pony Friendship Journal My Little Pony Rainbow Dash and
the Double Dare My Little Pony Twilight Sparkle and the Spell My Little Pony Pinkie Pie's Play
Box
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The origin of Equestria's most famous pony heroes continues as they come together to face
the greatest evil any have ever encountered! Will they be able to overcome their differences to
defeat an enemy that knows all of their weaknesses? Collects issues #7-12.
This exciting junior novel is based on My Little Pony: The Movie, releasing in theaters October
2017, and will feature an eight-page insert with full color stills from the film! Join Twilight
Sparkle, Rainbow Dash, Pinkie Pie, Applejack, Rarity, and Fluttershy on the adventure of their
lives! ©2017 Hasbro. All Rights Reserved.
Everything you need to know about the hit TV show, My Little Pony: Friendship is Magic.
Character bios, episode guides, and maps are just the beginning! The second volume of the
wildly popular My Little Pony: The Elements of Harmony: Friendship is Magic: The Official
Guidebook features seasons 4 through 6, highlights of which include Princess Twilight Sparkle,
the Castle of Friendship, the Defeat of Lord Tirek, the Equestria Games, the appearance of
Starlight Glimmer, the birth of Princess Flurry Heart, and much more! Don't miss the guide to
the friendship lessons Twilight Sparkle and her friends have learned-and live your life in
harmony with all other creatures!
Drew Morris doesn’t just feel like an outsider in his football-crazed Texas town—he actually is.
He sucks at sports, even though his dad is the high school football coach. And his supposed
“teen growth spurt” has yet to be seen, so he’s sure his freshman year will be filled with
seniors stuffing him in lockers. However, Drew is spared from the bullying he expects. Instead,
a girl named Skye—who constantly dons horse ears and talks about My Little Pony—becomes
everyone’s target. Drew feels bad for her, but he’s not about to stand up and take her place.
At least not until he discovers what these My Little Ponies are all about. Babysitting his
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younger sister one night, Drew is forced to watch My Little Pony: Friendship Is Magic. Much to
his surprise, he finds himself actually paying attention to the show . . . and maybe even
wanting to watch another episode after his sister is in bed. As school drags on, lonely and
boring, he keeps sneaking episodes on his tablet until he has watched every single one. Not
only that, but he’s even started drawing the ponies in his spare time. He knows if anyone finds
out how much he likes the show, he’ll be a dead man walking like Skye. As it becomes harder
to keep his secret while he has to watch Skye get bullied for the one thing that has made him
happy all year, Drew faces some important choices. Read about Drew’s search for friends and
self-acceptance in My Little Brony. Sky Pony Press, with our Good Books, Racehorse and
Arcade imprints, is proud to publish a broad range of books for young readers—picture books
for small children, chapter books, books for middle grade readers, and novels for young adults.
Our list includes bestsellers for children who love to play Minecraft; stories told with LEGO
bricks; books that teach lessons about tolerance, patience, and the environment, and much
more. While not every title we publish becomes a New York Times bestseller or a national
bestseller, we are committed to books on subjects that are sometimes overlooked and to
authors whose work might not otherwise find a home.
This is the first comprehensive collector's identification and value guide to My Little Pony®.
These popular toys were made by Hasbro® from 1981 to 1991 and are attracting the interest
of collectors around the world. The 300+ colour photographs clearly identify over 600 My Little
Ponies, some of which are extremely rare. In addition to the ponies, hundreds of related items
sold under the MLP logo are shown. Written by a pony lover for pony lovers, this fun and easyto-use guide begins by teaching the reader how to tell My Little Ponies from similar-looking
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toys. An introductory list of terms helps the reader to determine a particular pony's type. There
are chapters on Adult Ponies (Earthlings, Unicorns, and Sea Ponies), Baby Ponies, Adult and
Baby Sets, Petite Ponies, Animal Families, Pony Places and Accessories, Pony Clothes, and
Pony Items. A "Came With" section features many mint-in-package ponies. A very helpful
index of all the ponies featured in the book and a handy price guide with beautifully detailed
photography makes this book a must for every My Little Pony lover.
Queen Chrysalis has returned! The ponies have no time to horse around as they set off to
rescue their friends from the Changeling Kingdom.

Welcome to THE definitive official guide to the magical world of Equestria! Get
the lowdown on all your favourite ponies, experience daily life in Ponyville, tour
Canterlot and beyond, discover key myths and legends, and read about the most
exciting adventures of Twilight Sparkle and her friends. With fun facts, best-kept
secrets, montages, quotes and MUCH more, this is the only companion that you'll
ever need to this amazing world of magic, friendship and fun.
It’s been a lifetime (and three seasons) in the making, but Jane Gloriana
Villanueva is finally ready to make her much-anticipated literary debut! Jane the
Virgin, the Golden Globe, AFI, and Peabody Award–winning The CW dramedy,
has followed Jane’s telenovela-esque life—from her accidental artificial
insemination and virgin birth to the infant kidnapping and murderous games of
the villainous Sin Rostro to an enthralling who-will-she-choose love triangle. With
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these tumultuous events as inspiration, Jane’s breathtaking first novel adapts
her story for a truly epic romance that captures the hope and the heartbreak that
have made the television drama so beloved. Snow Falling is a sweeping
historical romance set in 1902 Miami—a time of railroad tycoons, hotel booms,
and exciting expansion for the Magic City. Working at the lavish Regal Sol hotel
and newly engaged to Pinkerton Detective Martin Cadden, Josephine Galena
Valencia has big dreams for her future. Then, a figure from her past reemerges to
change her life forever: the hotel’s dapper owner, railroad tycoon Rake Solvino.
The captivating robber baron sets her heart aflame once more, leading to a
champagne-fueled night together. But when their indiscretion results in an
unexpected complication, Josephine struggles to decide whether her heart truly
belongs with heroic Martin or dashing Rake. Meanwhile, in an effort to capture an
elusive crime lord terrorizing the city, Detective Cadden scours the back alleys of
the Magic City, tracking the nefarious villain to the Regal Sol and discovering a
surprising connection to the Solvino family. However, just when it looks like
Josephine’s true heart’s desire is clear, danger strikes. Will her dreams for the
future dissolve like so much falling snow or might Josephine finally get the happy
ever after she’s been dreaming of for so long?
The perfect guide for MLP fans with interviews, development sketches, song
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lyrics and secret info about your favourite pony friends! The Elements of
Harmony covers episode guides for the first 3 seasons of My Little Pony:
Friendship is Magic. This hardcover guide is designed to look like a collector's
compendium and also boasts foil, matte lamination and spot UV to the cover.
Over 250 pages of information, illustrations and behind the scenes fun!
Meet new and old friends as the Ponies show you around Sugarcube Corner, the
home of the Mane 6's magical mishaps. My Little Pony: Pony Life Meet the
Ponies is a My First I Can Read, perfect for shared reading with a child.
An official fan's reference to the television series provides character biographies,
an episode guide, a map of Equestria, a collection of letters to Princess Celestia,
and complete song lyrics.
My Little Pony: The Art of Equestria presents, for the first time, a deep
exploration of the art and illustrations from this beloved animated series,
Friendship Is Magic. Beginning with the show’s premiere and taking readers
through its fifth season, the book offers an amazing collection of the art and
design that bring this wonderful series to life. The book takes readers behind the
scenes of the show and explores how favorite characters and the landscape of
Equestria came to look as they are today. Beyond the television show, My Little
Pony: The Art of Equestria also examines the intriguing fan culture—including the
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fan art movement inspired by Friendship Is Magic. With a rich array of conceptual
art, episode storyboards, and memorable scenes from the show, My Little Pony:
The Art of Equestria is the ultimate guidebook, collector’s item, and fan
keepsake.
When anypony asks Princess Celestia for help, she is more than happy to be of
service. So when Duchess Diamond Waves says she is in desperate need of
assistance, the wise leader of Equestria clears her schedule. Arriving at Monacolt
Magic Academy, Celestia notices that her dear old friend seems to have lost her
sparkle. Diamond Waves confides that her beautiful city by the sea is on the brink
of disaster and, having failed their exams, none of her pupils are prepared for
what lies ahead. Diamond Waves says her colts and fillies are lacking focus, but
that doesn't seem to be the case. When Celestia meet her summer school
students, she is shocked to be greeted by a class full of very serious colts and
fillies. What can Princess Celestia do to bring the magic back to Monacolt? ©
2015 Hasbro. All Rights Reserved.
The perfect guide for MLP fans with interviews, development sketches, song
lyrics and secret info about your favourite pony friends! Covers episode guides
for the first 3 seasons of My Little Pony: Friendship is Magic. This hardcover
guide is designed to look like a collector's compendium and also boasts foil,
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matte lamination and spot UV to the cover. Over 250 pages of information,
illustrations and behind the scenes fun!
When a meteorite lands in Surrey, the locals don't know what to make of it. But as Martians
emerge and begin killing bystanders, it quickly becomes clear—England is under attack. Armed
soldiers converge on the scene to ward off the invaders, but meanwhile, more Martian
cylinders land on Earth, bringing reinforcements. As war breaks out across England, the locals
must fight for their lives, but life on Earth will never be the same. This is an unabridged version
of one of the first fictional accounts of extraterrestrial invasion. H. G. Wells's military science
fiction novel was first published in book form in 1898, and is considered a classic of English
literature.
My Little Pony: Tails of Equestria is a storytelling pen and paper game for 2 to 6 players.
Players create and role-play as pony heroes who explore and seek adventure in the various
lands of Equestria. Guided by a Game Master (GM), players adventure together and use the
magic of friendship to overcome obstacles as they learn more about each other and the world
around them. With a full-color, hardback, 152-page rulebook outlining character creation,
scenarios, play, Tails of Equestria brings My Little Pony to life for all who love the magic-filled
world of Equestria. Using the rulebook, players are encouraged to create their own pony that
represents them. Armed with core skills and special abilities, each player then ventures into the
world with their pony peers, forging deeper friendships as they help one another in the
whimsical world they create through every action they take.
In an effort to regain her stolen crown, Princess Twilight Sparkle steps through a magical
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mirror into a completely new world where some things have changed, but true friendships
remain magical.
The ultimate guide to every character in the world of My Little Pony! The world of Equestria is
filled with characters of all shapes and sizes and this is your chance to meet them all. From the
newest ponies in town to the most fearsome foes, find out about all of your favourite fillies and
more!
Inside this important tome, every pony will find everything they need to know about the hit TV
show, My Little Pony: Friendship is Magic. Character bios, an episode guide and a map of
Equestria are just the beginning of this gorgeous full-color book. Don't miss the complete lyrics
to all the songs, a collection of Letters to Princess Celestia, and much much more!
Rarity is excited to welcome her new apprentice, Charity, to Ponyville. Rarity is sure that the
two of them will become best friends, bonding over their love of fashion and glamour. But after
Charity dyes her mane and tail to look more like her mentor, and begins to copy the
fashionista's every move, Rarity realizes this pony is a problem!
A new magical adventure for fans of My Little Pony awaits in Twilight Sparkle and the
Forgotten Books of Autumn. This chapter book is part of the My Little Pony Princess
Collection! © 2016 Hasbro. All rights reserved.
An official fan's reference to the popular television series provides character biographies, an
episode guide, a map of Equestria, a collection of letters to Princess Celestia and complete
song lyrics. By the author of Dark Knight Manual. TV tie-in. 75,000 first printing.

As seen on the hit animated series My Little Pony: Friendship is Magic! Learn all about
the history of Canterlot and Equestria in this replica of the magical journal kept by
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Princess Celestia and Princess Luna. Find out how they were crowned, learn about
their struggles to protect the ponies of Equestria, and relive their ultimate battle against
each other. Plus, learn more about Star Swirl and Bearded! (This abridged edition only
contains The Journal of Two Sisters. The Journal of Friendship is available separately.)
Explore the making of My Little Pony: The Movie with exclusive behind-the-scenes
material from the creators of the film. This gorgeous hardcover volume includes
concept sketches, notes, character designs, and pages and pages of magical, full-color
artwork accompanied by commentary from the director, screenwriter, and character
designers. A must-have for all My Little Pony fans. -- VIZ Media
The first collection of an all-new series devoted to revealing the secret history of
Equestria. It's all here: the origins of cutie marks, friendships, magic, and more! In this
opening story arc, we travel back in time to uncover the secrets of Starswirl the
Bearded and his magical friends! Sure to entice longtime readers, it also makes a good
entry point for new fans of the characters. Collects issues #1–6.
Somewhere above Equestria floats a cloud city completely hidden from sight by ancient
magic. Legend says the hidden kingdom is home to a unique type of Pegasus, along
with a mysterious treasure called the Halo of Cirrostrata. As soon as Daring Do learns
about it, she can't get her head out of the clouds! She has to see it. But how? Many
dangers await those who try to enter the forbidden city of Cirrostrata. Can the brave
adventurer find the secret island in the air, even if it means flying blind? © 2016 Hasbro.
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All Rights Reserved.
Explore the secret history of Equestria in these tales delving into the unique places,
characters, and stories of the Ponies' world! It's all here: the origins of friendships,
magic, and the legendary ponies who inspired the Elements of Harmony. Find out how
Equestria's most legendary pony heroes came together to face the greatest evil any of
them had ever encountered! Will they be able to overcome their differences to defeat
an enemy that knows all of their weaknesses? Featuring Star Swirl the Bearded,
Rockhoof, Mistmane, Flash Magnus, Somnambula, and Mage Meadowbrook. Collects
the complete 12-issue series and the never-before-collected Annual.
A original My Little Pony chapter book featuring one of Twilight Sparkle's most
notorious pupils! © 2016 Hasbro. All Rights Reserved.
Today is graduation day in Ponyville, and Rainbow Dash can't wait to wear her pretty
cap. But when it gets lost, Rainbow Dash is upset. The ponies have to show her what
graduation is all about!
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